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EPIC

32 North Sea awe
The awe inspired during the early days of the North Sea industry was back and in full force for the world’s heaviest offshore lift. Elaine Maslin reports.

36 A monster facility
Elaine Maslin reviews Statoil’s progress on the massive Johan Sverdrup development.

38 Breaking records
Facilities transport records have been broken and broken again by Dutch marine contractor Boskalis’ Dockwise business. Elaine Maslin reports.

SUBSEA

40 Advancing e-ROVs
Permanently stationed underwater vehicles are almost a reality – in Norway, at least. Elaine Maslin reports.

42 A Norwegian Cinderella
It took Norwegian fairy tale character Trestakk a few times to win her prince. Likewise, her oilfield namesake had to be put back on the shelf a few times before it could make the development grade. Elaine Maslin reports.

44 Tapping into AUVs’ potential
The true potential of AUV capabilities have not been fully realized, according to a session at this year’s Offshore Technology conference. Karen Boman reports.

46 The Tao of subsea
Ocean floor mapping is being completely re-thought with the help of drones, swarms of underwater vehicles and unmanned surface vehicles. Elaine Maslin reports.

48 Engaging with the subsea industry
Pat Oakley, of UMF, highlights initiatives brought forth from a recent workshop with operators.

PRODUCTION

50 Detecting corrosion through data
Matt Jones and Jim Sokolowski, of Tessella, show how data analytics can give insight into corrosion rates to reduce risk and maintenance costs.

51 Multiphase gaps
Michael Reader-Harris, of NEL, outlines the risk that absent multiphase flow measurement standards pose to industry.

DRILLING

52 Managing stick-slip
Mats Andersen, Stephen Forrester, and Andrew Creggan, of NOV, discuss how to overcome potentially damaging stick-slip issues and improve drilling performance rates.

REGIONAL OVERVIEW: MEDITERRANEAN & N AFRICA

54 Hot air
High hopes are pinned on gas as a transition fuel and there being markets to sell it to in the gas-rich Mediterranean. Elaine Maslin reports.

58 Collaborazione
Elaine Maslin talks to an all-Italian team hoping to offer smarter, more efficient solutions through collaboration.

59 Ready for prime time
The Mediterranean could grow into a gas export hub – if the countries in the region can cooperate, says EIC’s Andrew Scutter.
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A leap forward. This month’s cover illustrates some of the technology (robotics, 3D printing, automation) soon to be embraced by the offshore industry. See page 20 for more. Main image from iStock. Insert images: Total, iStock, and RDS.